
Jewelry sizes

When you are looking for the right jewelry size 
for yourself or somebody else, it is important 
to determine the right size. On this page,
we provide information about the different 
jewelry sizes and we explain how you can easily 
measure this at home. However, it is recommended
to go to a local jeweler and getting sized in person.
If you have any question, please contact us at
info@sotine.com.
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Ring sizes

For ring sizes there are two different values that can be used to
measure your size: the innerdiameter in millimeters and the
circumferences in millimeters.

In the tables below it is shown which ring sizes are best suitable
for your diameter and circumference. In addition, we provide you
with some useful tips on how to measure your ring size.

View all rings

Innerdiameter
(mm)

(ringsize EU)

Circumference
(mm)

(ringsize INT)

14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75

46
47
48
49
49
50
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52
53
53
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55
56
57
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Women’s sizes

Innerdiameter
(mm)

(ringsize EU)

Circumference
(mm)

(ringsize INT)

20.25
20.55
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
22.50
22.75
23.00
23.25
23.50
23.75
24.00

64
64
65
66
67
68
68
69
70
71
71
72
73
74
75
75

Men’s sizes

Determine your ring size

It can happen that a ring is “one-size”,
these rings are usually adjustable,
(they’re not closed at the back). 

The first table below shows you the
sizes of knuckle rings. These are
smaller in size, but you can follow
the same instructions below to 
measure your finger and determine
your size.

Measuring your ringsize

There are 3 easy ways to quickly determine your ring size based on the innerdiameter: 

1. 2. 3.

Take a well fitting ring that you already own.
Place it on a ruler. The visible part on the inner
side in the center of the ring shows your size.

Take a well fitting ring that you already own.
Use a caliper to measure the innerdiamter.

Print the size guide. Make sure you print out
the size guide on the right scale. You can check
this by measuring the “controlestrookje” at the
top of the page. Take a well fitting ring you already
own and place it on the ring sizes from the size
guide form to see which ring size exactly fits the
size of the ring used. When in doubt between two sizes,
always choose the larger size.

Do you want to surprise your best friend or lover with a ring? Use a ring that they o�en
wear, so you can determine the correct size.TIP!

Measuring circumference

Another way to determine your ring size is by measuring the circumference of your finger:

To measure the circumference of your finger, you can use a measuring tape or a small 
strip of paper that you an wrap around your finger. Be mindful that these should fit com-
fortably around your finger, and not too tightly. Next, use a marker to mark the meeting 
point of the  paper/tape. Then, when you remove the paper/tape from your finger, you 
can measure the distance between the two markers with a ruler. The measured distance 
is the circumference of your finger.

Important tips

•When in doubt between two sizes, always choose the larger size.
•The circumference of your finger can be influenced by the temperature and other 
circumstances such as pregnancy, hormones, illness and strenuous physical labor. 
Try to measure your fingers during a neutral physical state and at room temperature.
•Are you planning on buying a broad ring? Choose for a ring size that is a half or one 
size bigger than your regular size. Broad rings can feel more tight around your finger.
•If you have big knuckles, do not buy a ring based on the circumference of your 
knuckle. This will cause the ring to fit loosely around your finger, which isn't pleasant. 
A bit of water, soap or vaseline can help slide the ring past your knuckle.

Bracelet sizes

In contrast to rings, your are less tied to one size wit brace-
lets. Someone might like bracelets to fit them tightly, whilst 
others prefer their bracelets to have a looser fit. Neverthe-
less, it is still handy to know what your size is, so you can 
easily find a bracelet that fits you. The sizes of a bracelet are 
indicated in centimeters and categories (XS, S, M, L, XL).

View all bracelets

Determine your bracelet size

Category Circumference
(cm)

S
M
X

XL

17 - 18
18 - 20
20 - 22

> 22

Women’s sizes

Category Circumference
(cm)

S
M
X

XL

< 20
20 - 22
22 - 24

> 20

Men’s sizes

XS XS< 16 -

Measuring your bracelet size

To determine yout bracelet size you need to measure the circumference of your 
wrist. You can do this with measuring tape, or for example with a piece of c string 
which you can place next to a ruler afterwards to measure the length. In order to 
measure your wrist correctly, you need to measure right below the bump at the side 
of your pinky finger. Then, add 2 centimeters to this measurement and you have your 
bracelet size. So for example, if the circumference of your wrist is 17 centimeters, 
then your bracelet size is 19 centimeters.

Measuring your necklace size

The length of a necklace influences the style of it. If you want 
a necklace to fit closer to your neck, the measurement of 42 
centimeters is suitable for most women. If you want to be 
able to wrap the necklaces around your neck multiple times, 
you would need a long chain of 100-150 centimeters. The 
image on the side provides on indication of how different 
chain lengths look. You can easily measure your preferred 
length by draping a piece of cotton string or a measuring 
tape around your neck and measuring the lenght with a
ruler thereafter.

Measuring your hand size

Hand jewels differ in sizes from bracelets and rings. To measure your 
size for a hand jewel, you need to measure the circumference of your
hand in centimeters, just below your knuckles. You can do this by using
a measuring tape or a piece of cotton string which you can place next
to a ruler afterwards to measure the length. We normally provide hand
jewels in the sizes 18 cm, 19 cm and 20 cm.

Innerdiameter
(mm)

(ringsize EU)

Circumference
(mm)

(ringsize INT)

13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50

Knuckle ring sizes

39
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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